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ABSTRACT
Cross-modal retrieval aims to retrieve relevant data across
different modalities (e.g., texts vs. images). The common
strategy is to apply element-wise constraints between manu-
ally labeled pair-wise items to guide the generators to learn
the semantic relationships between the modalities, so that the
similar items can be projected close to each other in the com-
mon representation subspace. However, such constraints of-
ten fail to preserve the semantic structure between unpaired
but semantically similar items (e.g. the unpaired items with
the same class label are more similar than items with dif-
ferent labels). To address the above problem, we propose
a novel cross-modal similarity transferring (CMST) method
to learn and preserve the semantic relationships between un-
paired items in an unsupervised way. The key idea is to
learn the quantitative similarities in single-modal represen-
tation subspace, and then transfer them to the common rep-
resentation subspace to establish the semantic relationships
between unpaired items across modalities. Experiments show
that our method outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches
both in the class-based and pair-based retrieval tasks.
Index Terms— Cross-modal, retrieval, transfer learning
1. INTRODUCTION
Cross-modal retrieval aims to retrieve relevant data across dif-
ferent modalities, which enables flexible search across multi-
ple modalities. The common strategy is to apply element-wise
constraints on manually labeled cross-modal pairs to bridge
the semantic gaps between different modalities. However,
such manually labeled pairs can only reflect a small part of the
semantic structure in the common representation subspace,
while the abundant semantic relationships between unpaired
items are often failed to be preserved. As demonstrated in
Figure 1, only the similarity between the red car and its corre-
sponding description are manually labeled (green solid line),
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Fig. 1: Demonstration of the missing semantic relationships.
The green solid line is the manual label of paired items cross
modalities, and the dot line is the missing label for inter-
modal items (orange) and inner-modal items (blue). The pro-
posed CMST considers learning the missing inner-modal sim-
ilarity (blue dot line) and transferring it to the inter-modal
similarity (orange dot line) based on paired items (green solid
line).
as well as the similarity between the blue car and its descrip-
tion. However, the similarity between the red car and the blue
car’s description are missing (orange dot line), although they
are semantically similar to some extent because of the same
label (the label of car) they share.
To solve the above problem, methods like DCML [1] and
ACMR [2] try to utilize the intra-class and inter-class labels
of the cross-modal items [3, 2] by directly assigning the high-
est similarity (e.g., the value of 1) to the items with the same
class label and the lowest similarity (e.g., the value of 0) to
the items with different class labels. The problem is, these
labels cannot quantitatively reflect the semantic relationships
between the intra-class items, which is especially important
for the retrieval tasks, because the rank list should indicate
the discriminative order of all the retrieved items, especially
for the items in the same class. The samples that matches
the query better should be ranked higher compared to other
samples even in the same class. On the other hand, using the
intra-class and inter-class labels as the supervision informa-
tion also makes the cross-modal retrieval methods sensitive
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to dataset noises such as mislabeled samples.
In this paper, to address the above-mentioned issues, a
novel cross-modal similarity transferring (CMST) method is
proposed for cross-modal retrieval. The main idea is to em-
ploy unsupervised strategy to learn the endogenous semantic
relationships between unpaired items in each single-modal
representation subspace, and then, transfer the learned rela-
tionships to the common representation subspace to establish
the semantic structure between unpaired cross-modal items.
In detail, the CMST first employs a similarity learning net-
work to establish the finer similarity metric to capture the se-
mantic structure of training items in each single-modal space.
Then, three similarity transferring approaches are proposed
to transfer the learnt single-modal similarities to the com-
mon representation subspace. CMST works in an adversar-
ial framework to utilize the ability of distribution generation
from generative adversarial networks. Our main contributions
can be summarized as follows.
• A novel CMST method is proposed to learn and pre-
serve the semantic structure between unpaired items
across different modalities in the common representa-
tion subspace in an unsupervised way.
• Three similarity transferring approaches are proposed
by the observation on how cross-modal relationship is
built from the similarities in single modalities, which
are proven effective in the experiments.
2. RELATEDWORK
Cross-modal retrieval methods can be roughly divided into
joint representation learning methods [2] and cross-modal
hashing methods [4, 5]. The proposed CMST model falls
into the category of joint representation based methods. It
aims to learn a real common representation subspace of mul-
timodal data, where cross-modal data can be directly com-
pared to each other through predefined similarity measure-
ment. Cross-modal retrieval methods like CCA-based meth-
ods [6, 7], LDA-based methods [8] and neural network based
methods [1, 2] also fall into this category. On the other hand,
the cross-modal hashing methods mainly focus on the re-
trieval efficiency by mapping the items of different modalities
into a common binary Hamming space.
Benefited from the strong ability of distribution modeling
and discriminative representation learning, some recent cross-
modal retrieval methods have collaborated with GAN models
[9, 10, 2]. In this work, our method also follows the simi-
lar adversarial learning framework that uses the single-modal
similarities to guide the cross-modal representation learning.
More recently, methods to explore the semantic rela-
tionships between unpaired items have been proposed. The
ACMR [2] method proposes the triplet loss and the modal-
ity classifier for preserving the modality level semantic struc-
tures. The MHTN [10] is proposed to minimize the maxi-
mum mean discrepancy between modalities, which preserves
more flexibility for the generator to project vectors into a new
space. The difference between CMST and the previous work
is that CMST can learn the item-level semantic relationships
between unpaired items in an unsupervised way.
3. CMST-BASED CROSS-MODAL RETRIEVAL
3.1. Problem Formulation
Without losing generality, we consider the images and texts
pairs in this paper. Let V = [v1,v2, . . . ,vn] ∈ Rdv×n be
a collection of image features, and T = [t1, t2, . . . , tn] ∈
Rdt×n be the corresponding collection of text features, in
which vi and ti form a pair, where dv and dt denote the di-
mension of the image features and the text features, respec-
tively. Each sample pair is assigned a semantic label vec-
tor denoted as yi = [yi1, yi2, . . . , yic] ∈ Rc, where c in-
dicates the semantic classes. If the i-th sample pair in V
and T belongs to the semantic class j, yij = 1; otherwise,
yij = 0. We denote the collection of semantic label vectors
as Y = [y1,y2, . . . ,yn] ∈ Rdc×n. The goal of our pro-
posed CMST method is to learn a common semantic space
S = [s1, s2, . . . , sn] ∈ Rds×n, where the features from differ-
ent modalities can be directly compared in terms of semantic
similarity, and ds denotes the dimension of the common se-
mantic space.
3.2. Learning the Single-modal Similarity
The Siamese networks [11] are adopted as similarity learning
networks to learn the semantic relationships in single-modal
representation subspace. Siamese networks can learn simi-
larity metrics discriminatively and effectively. In addition,
Siamese networks are also robust to data noises because they
consider not only the label relationship but also the distance
between the features of each sample pair. For simplicity, we
only detail the network in image modality. Given two image
features and their labels (vi,yi) and (vj ,yj), let uij = 1
if yi = yj , otherwise uij = 0 . The loss function of our
similarity learning network can be formulated as:
Lsia =
∑
i,j
uij ·s(vi,vj)+(1−uij)·max(C−s(vi,vj), 0). (1)
The similarity measurement in single-modal representation
subspace is given as
s(vi,vj) = ||HV (vi)−HV (vj)||22, (2)
where the HV denotes the image similarity learning network
consists of feed-forward layers with ReLU activations. The
text similarity learning network has the same structure as the
image similarity learning network. The Siamese network is
illustrated in the middle bottom part of Figure 1.
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Fig. 2: The overall structure of the CMST method, including two intra-modal similarity learning networks and an inter-modal
similarity transferring network. This figure shows the procedure to learn the cross-modal similarity between vi and tj . Different
from the existing methods which simply assign the highest similarity to intra-class cross-modal samples, the CMST method uses
the similarity value between vi and vj to guide cross-modal similarity learning, which is learnt by the intra-modal similarity
learning network in the image modality.
3.3. Transferring Learned Similarities to Common Rep-
resentation Subspace
3.3.1. Value transferring
A direct way of using the intra-modal similarity as a refer-
ence for cross-modal similarity learning is to use the value as
the learning goal. In this case, we use tj as the anchor sam-
ple, only the intra-modal similarity that is different from it
(image-modality similarity) is used for clear explanation, but
the training process contains both directions. Also, the range
of the original features and the projected features are not lim-
ited, as the fully connected networks have the ability of scal-
ing between the input and the expected output. The typical
form of similarity transferring loss based on value transfer-
ring is defined as
Lval = |s(vj ,vj)− s(vj , tj)|+ |s(vi,vj)− s(vi, tj)|, (3)
where the similarity between vj and itself is set to value 1.
3.3.2. Difference transferring
Compared to the absolute value of intra-modal similarity it-
self, it is the relationship between cross-modal samples that
we are really interested in. In other words, the relation of
(s(vi, tj)− s(vj , tj)) can measure the difference of vi to tj
and vj to tj in the common semantic space, where the differ-
ence is expected to be related to the difference of vi and vj
in their original image space. By difference transferring, the
range of the common semantic space and the original modal-
ity space can be decoupled. The learnt joint subspace can
be more flexible to modality divergence. The typical form of
similarity transferring loss based on difference transferring is
defined as
Ldiff = |(s(vj , tj)− s(vi, tj))− (s(vj ,vj)− s(vi,vj))|, (4)
where we assume s(vj ,vj) = 1.
3.3.3. Product transferring
As transitivity exists in the nature of similarity measurement,
similarity transitivity across modalities can be expected. Fol-
lowing this motivation, product transferring can be done by
the multiplication on the similarity chain. We can say that the
similarity of vi and tj is generated by the chain of vi to vj
and then vj to tj . In this case, the typical form of similarity
transferring loss based on product transferring is defined as
Lprod = |s(vi, tj)− s(vi,vj)s(vj , tj)|, (5)
where some implicit linear function is assumed to enable the
direct arithmetical operation between inter-modal and intra-
modal similarities. The linear function is absorbed into the
function approximation ability of neural networks.
The proposed similarity transferring approaches provide
a reference value or reference relationship for the unpaired
items of two different modalities, so the loss function can
be defined as the difference between the similarity calculated
from learnt cross-modal features and the reference values.
The similarity transferring task is applied together with other
widely used tasks within a generative adversarial framework.
3.4. Total Loss for Training
Follow the common practice of cross-modal retrieval, the pro-
posed CMST introduces the adversarial learning and classifi-
cation task for learning a better semantic structure in common
representation subspace.
Let Lsim denote the similarity transferring task, which is
chosen as the one from Lval, Ldiff and Lprod. For classifica-
tion task, the cross entropy loss is used in CMST and denoted
as Llab. For adversarial learning, the discriminator composed
of 3 feed-forward layers takes the generated representation
as input. The output is the prediction of which modality the
input comes from, using the sigmoid activation. Let LV de-
notes the cross entropy loss of predicting the image input, and
LT denotes the cross entropy loss of predicting the text input.
The total loss for generator and the discriminator is given as
LG = Llab + Lsim + LV − LT , (6)
LD = −LV + LT (7)
4. EXPERIMENTS
4.1. Experimental Setup
Three widely used datasets for cross-modal retrieval are used
in the experiments, including Wikipedia dataset [17], NUS-
WIDE-10k dataset [18] and Pascal Sentence dataset [19]. We
follow the dataset partition method as [2] for fair comparison.
Image features are taken from the fc7 layer of a pre-trained
VGGNet-19 model while text features are computed by the
classic Bag-of-Words features with tf-idf weighting. The im-
age features for all the datasets are of 4096 dimensions, while
the text BoW feature is 5000 dimensions for the Wikipedia
dataset, 1000 dimensions for the NUS-WIDE-10k and Pascal
datasets.
For the class-based retrieval task, performance is mea-
sured in terms of the mean average precision (mAP), the
measurement is applied on both directions, i.e. Img2txt and
Txt2img. The larger the mAP value is, the better the perfor-
mance becomes. For the pair-based retrieval task, we accept
only the ground-truth paired sample of the input query as cor-
rect retrieval result. The performance is evaluated by top-k
accuracy, indicating the times that the correct retrieval result
appears within the top-k retrieved results over the test set.
4.2. Results and Analysis
The CMST is compared with three classes of cross-modal
retrieval methods, namely traditional methods, DNN-based
methods and GAN-based methods, as shown in Table 1. The
results of CMST is based on difference transferring.
For the results shown in the table, the number of the intra-
class samples with the query are counted in top-50 retrieved
documents. Results show that our CMST method outper-
forms the counterparts on all three datasets for cross-modal
retrieval tasks. On the Pascal dataset, our method improves
the best competitor ACMR by 16.1% and 7.9% in image
to text and text to image retrieval tasks, respectively. On
NUS-WIDE-10k and Wikipedia dataset, the proposed CMST
method achieves a relatively small but solid improvement
compared to the state-of-the-art performance. The underlying
cause why the method improves a lot on Pascal dataset but not
as much on the other two datasets is that the Pascal dataset
contains more semantic classes than the other two datasets.
On Wikipedia and NUS-WIDE-10k, although the intra-class
and inter-class labels are coarse supervision for cross-modal
similarity learning, the small number of total classes makes
it easy to separate between classes and arrange the joint se-
mantic distribution. For the datasets with more classes, such
as Pascal Sentences, the finer similarity structure benefits the
generation of common semantic space as we expected.
Table 2 shows the experimental results in the pair-based
retrieval task in aspect of top-k accuracy on Pascal dataset,
where different k values are tested to examine the method’s
performance. For smaller values of k (k=1,5,10), our pro-
posed method outperforms the ACMR method by 43.4%,
18.9% and 10.1% for the average measurement on two re-
trieval directions. The results indicate that our proposed
CMST method works effectively on improving the rank of
the most related retrieval results for the given query.
4.3. Further Analysis on CMST
In this subsection, several experiments are conducted to inves-
tigate the effectiveness of the important components of CMST
method.
The intra-modal similarity learnt by the Siamese networks
plays an important role in the subsequent similarity trans-
ferring procedure. To examine its effectiveness, two tradi-
tional similarity measurements are employed as the source
of intra-modal similarity for comparison. Table 3 illustrates
the performance of traditional similarity metric and the learnt
Siamese similarity metric, showing that the Siamese network
achieves the best performance among the three similarity
measurements.
In order to compare the different methods of similar-
ity transferring, we examine the three approaches on Pascal
dataset. The results in the last row in Table 4 with no trans-
ferring indicates that the similarity transferring task is not in-
cluded in the training. Overall, we can see that all the similar-
ity transferring approaches are effective for noticeable perfor-
mance improvement with similarity transferring training. The
best similarity transferring approach contributes an improve-
ment of 21.6% compared to the CMST without similarity
transferring. The difference transferring approach performs
Table 1: Comparison with existing cross-modal retrieval methods in aspect of mAP
Category Methods
Wikipedia Pascal Sentences NUS-WIDE-10k
Img2txt Txt2Img Avg. Img2txt Txt2Img Avg. Img2txt Txt2Img Avg.
Traditional
methods
CCA-3V [7] 0.437 0.383 0.410 0.316 0.270 0.293 - - -
LCFS [12] 0.455 0.398 0.427 0.442 0.357 0.400 0.383 0.346 0.365
JRL [13] 0.453 0.400 0.426 0.504 0.489 0.496 0.426 0.376 0.401
JFSSL [14] 0.428 0.396 0.412 - - - - - -
DNN-based
methods
Corr-AE [15] 0.402 0.395 0.398 0.489 0.444 0.467 0.366 0.417 0.392
DCML [1] 0.554 0.538 0.546 - - - 0.385 0.405 0.395
CMDN [16] 0.488 0.427 0.458 0.534 0.534 0.534 0.492 0.515 0.504
GAN-based
methods
CM-GAN [9] 0.521 0.466 0.494 0.603 0.604 0.604 - - -
MHTN [10] 0.514 0.444 0.479 0.496 0.500 0.498 0.520 0.534 0.527
ACMR [2] 0.619 0.489 0.554 0.535 0.543 0.539 0.544 0.538 0.541
CMST (Ours) 0.632 0.505 0.569 0.621 0.586 0.604 0.628 0.562 0.595
Table 2: Comparison with ACMR method on Pascal Sentences dataset in aspect of top-k acc
Methods
k = 1 k = 5 k = 10 k = 50
Img2txt Txt2Img Avg. Img2txt Txt2Img Avg. Img2txt Txt2Img Avg. Img2txt Txt2Img Avg.
ACMR 0.140 0.145 0.143 0.445 0.400 0.423 0.675 0.665 0.670 0.910 0.915 0.913
CMST(Ours) 0.210 0.200 0.205 0.455 0.550 0.503 0.725 0.750 0.738 0.990 0.965 0.978
Table 3: Similarity transferring with different intra-modal
similarity measurements
Methods
mAP top-1 acc
Img2txt Txt2Img Img2txt Txt2Img
Cosine 0.509 0.500 0.150 0.140
Euclidean 0.563 0.554 0.165 0.125
Siamese Network 0.621 0.586 0.210 0.200
Table 4: Effects of the similarity transferring approaches
Methods
mAP top-1 acc
Img2txt Txt2Img Img2txt Txt2Img
Value 0.600 0.564 0.145 0.155
Difference 0.621 0.586 0.210 0.200
Product 0.510 0.514 0.120 0.140
No transfer 0.485 0.508 0.080 0.105
better than the value transferring method because it keeps the
comparative relationship between samples instead of assign-
ing a value to the similarity between samples. The generator
is guaranteed with more flexibility for the feature projection
by difference transferring method. The product transferring
seems to perform badly, as the distance measurement used in
the experiment is the Euclidean distance and there is no ex-
plicit limitations or normalization methods added to the dis-
tance calculation. The product of the Euclidean distances be-
tween high dimensional feature vectors varies sharply on mi-
nor changes.
A two-stage training strategy is employed by firstly learn-
Table 5: Effects of different training strategies.
Strategies
mAP top-1 acc
Img2txt Txt2Img Img2txt Txt2Img
Two-stage 0.621 0.586 0.210 0.200
Fine-tuning 0.596 0.571 0.180 0.180
End-to-end 0.585 0.561 0.140 0.165
ing the single-modal similarity metric and then transferring
the single-modal similarity into cross-modal semantic space.
Note that all previous results are based on the two-stage strat-
egy. On the other hand, fine-tuning and end-to-end training
strategies are also available for our proposed CMST method.
To examine the influence of different training strategies, we
conduct an additional experiment by using different training
method and compare the testing results at the same epoch
(100). In the two-stage training and fine-tuning training, the
Siamese networks are trained for 50 epoches in advance. For
two-stage training, the parameters of Siamese networks are
fixed after the 50th epoch, while for fine-tuning, the parame-
ters are still learnable with a low learning rate (0.0001). Ta-
ble 5 shows the effect of different training method, and we
can draw from the table that two-stage training yields the best
performance. Fine-tuning does not provide additional perfor-
mance improvement. End-to-end training has negative influ-
ence on cross-modal similarity learning because the single-
modal similarity learning should not be heavily affected by
cross-modal information.
5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, a novel cross-modal retrieval method named
CMST is proposed. The proposed method efficiently learns
similarity metrics in each single modality space by the intra-
modal similarity learning networks and then guide the cross-
modal similarity learning with the learnt single modal simi-
larity metric. Our proposed similarity transferring approaches
successfully transfer finer similarity structure captured in sin-
gle modal space to cross-modal space. Experiments demon-
strate that the CMST method outperforms state-of-the-art
cross-modal retrieval methods in both class-based and pair-
based retrieval tasks.
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